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HPF 277: STRESS MANAGEMENT SYLLABUS
(12 weeks – 2 credit hours) 

Instructor:	Mr. Gowing
Required Text: “Essentials of Managing Stress” Brian Luke Seward, 4th Ed., © 2017


Course Description: Examine current information and techniques related to stress management. Students learn basic concepts and skills related to the holistic management of stress. Prerequisite: ENG 085*

Overview: This course provides students with a holistic approach to health focusing on competencies to manage stress. Students learn the relationship between lifestyle and health. Through the reflective use of specific skills, tools, and new knowledge, students will have an increased opportunity to enhance their lives and the lives of those around them. Prerequisite: ENG 085
Course Components





Learning to Manage Stress
Class Participation
Chapter Readings & Reviews
Relaxation Practices
Positive Practices (PWP)

Reflection Practices

Practicums
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Course Objectives




1)  To improve one's personal knowledge of the holistic management of stress.
2)  To increase awareness of the impact of choices on mental, emotional and physical well-being.
3)  To motivate students to assume a greater sense of personal responsibility for well-being.
4)  To work in groups and understand basic human relationships.
5)  To promote problem solving skills.
6)  To complete all related assessments both written and oral.


Review
Assessments


Promote 
Problem Solving



Grow
Understanding


Motivate Responsibility


Increase Awareness


Improve Knowledge

Your Learning
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Class Format




Each class will include:  
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Stress Management techniques 
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Problem solving activities 
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	Basic stress management concepts
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Course Grading




KEYS TO YOUR SUCCESS
Reading Reflections - 23 @ 8 pts.
184 pts.
Participation in class activities - 12 @ 26 pts.
312 pts.
Weekly Journals – 8 @ 33 pts.
264 pts.
Stress Self Assessments - 2 @ 40 pts.
80 pts.
Practicums – 2 @ 40 pts.
80 pts.
Final Reflection (70) and Evaluation (10)
80 pts.
Total points available:
1000 pts.
Extra Credit: 16 pts. max


Grading
GP
Points
%

GP
Points
%

GP
Points
%
4.0
1000-940
94–100%

2.5
832-784
78-83%

1.0
685-637
64-68%
3.5
939-880
88-93%

2.0
783-735
73-77%

0.5
636-588
59-63%
3.0
879-833
83-87%

1.5
734-686
69-73%

0.0
< 588
< 58%

Note: Save this syllabus and all returned assignments until you have received your final grade.  Any disputes over the final grade need to be addressed within four weeks of the end of class.

I - Incomplete: 
Students may receive an “I” if, at least 90 percent (or as otherwise designated within the course syllabus), of the coursework is completed with an average grade of 2.0 to meet the objectives as specified in the course syllabus. The course objectives are to be satisfactorily completed during the next semester or within a shorter period of time as determined by the instructor. The instructor and student shall work together to determine when the work is to be completed taking into consideration any extenuating circumstances which may cause the one semester to be extended; however, a due date is required and may not exceed one year. If the student does not complete the course within the designated period, the Registrar will replace the “I” grade with the earned grade as originally assigned by the instructor on the Incomplete Grade form after one year. 
The grade of “I” is not awarded to students who did not attend, or seldom attended, or to those who simply are not pleased with their final grades. Students receiving an “I” submit only the remaining work that had not been completed at the end of the semester. Students do not redo work that had already been graded or reregister for the course.
						
PLEASE NOTE: ATTENDANCE, PARTICIPATION AND COMMUNICATION ARE EXPECTED.
Participations Points are awarded for participation in class activities and discussions.
	Tardiness or early departure may result in the loss of Participation Points.
	NOTE: 3 classes or more missed for any reason, no grade above a 1.5 will be given.
	Practicums and the Final Reflections require preparation prior to class. 
        Failure to come prepared for these in-class activities will result in up to a 50% reduction of any grade earned. 


HPF 277: STRESS MANAGEMENT 
Assignments & Responsibilities 
Weekly Assignments






TEXTBOOK READINGS & REPORTS
EXERCISES
RELAXATION PRACTICES
POSITIVE WEEKLY PRACTICES (PWP)
REFLECTIONS, ASSESSMENT & JOURNAL ENTRIES

All assignments are due on the due date given on the course schedule. 
There will be no exceptions to these deadlines. 
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HPF 277 is a 2 credit-hour course. For each classroom hour, a minimum of 2 hours should be set aside each week for studying, reading, and engaging in course related activities.

WEEKLY READING ASSIGNMENT and READING REPORT
Each week there is a reading assignment (refer to the timetable). 
	For each chapter, discuss two concepts or points of interest from the materials. 
	Discuss the concepts and why they were of significance for you. 
	Each comment (a and b) should be 2 sentences minimum:
	Define the concept: describe, define or summarize the concept and how you understood it in your own words. In other words, share what you learned.
	Discuss how this concept applies to you, personally: provide your thoughts about the concept and/or how it might apply to you. ('I found the stages of grief interesting.' will get no points.) You may discuss inconsistencies/ disagreements you have with the information.

For each concept, 4 points are possible: 2 points for concept, 2 points for personal application.

2 points
1 points
0 points
Length of both 
Entry is required length.
Entry shorter than required.
Missing entry.
Define the concept
Concept is accurately defined.
Concept is minimally defined.
Misunderstands concept.
Discuss how this applies to you.
Makes clear connections between concept and personal experience that is meaningful.
Makes general connections between concept and personal application.
Little or no evidence of applying concept to own experience.
EXERCISES
In most cases, the Exercises can be found at the end of the chapters and help to reinforce the chapter content.

RELAXATION PRACTICES
	Each week, a relaxation practice is assigned. You will be introduced to techniques during class. This practice should be used multiple times each week as part of your Stress Management program – daily would be ideal. 


POSITIVE WEEKLY PRACTICES (PWP)
	Positive Practices are designed to impact your life on many levels: 
	to promote and develop a positive mental attitude
	to improve optimism and to encourage a conscious life design. 

to provide you with a variety of ways of looking at how you think
	offering daily practices for creating a positive mental attitude
	At the end of the week, you will reflect on the impact of the practice and write about it in your journal. 
	Once the week is over, you may choose to maintain the practice or let it go.
	The basic idea is that you choose one option from those offered each week and practice it frequently during that time, observing your responses.

REFLECTIONS: STRESS SELF ASSESSMENTS, JOURNAL ENTRIES
Stress Self Assessments: At the beginning and near the end of the course, there is an extensive self-assessment to be completed and reflected on, regarding symptoms and coping strategies.
	Journal Entries are described in the addendum entitled Journal Writing: General Comments.  Most weeks you will be asked to reflect upon your stress management practices and what you have learned.  You will write your thoughts in a journal. Please read Journal Writing General Comments for a more detailed explanation of how to write your Journal entries. These may be typed or handwritten (onto the journal form) and handed in at the beginning of class when due (see Timetable). Late Journal Entries are not accepted. 

The JOURNAL ENTRIES, EXERCISES, POSITIVE PRACTICES and RELAXATION PRACTICES are the core of this stress management course. 

Working on a regular basis with the tools and skills that are presented, including taking the time to reflect on your responses, is the way that you will develop the habits that will make the difference in how you handle stress in your life. These are the practices that will stay with you and create a healthier, happier lifestyle for the duration of your life. 
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Practicums & Final Reflections






The Self Esteem Practicum, Assertion Practicum and Final Reflections involve class activities that require preparation. You must come to class prepared to fully participate and benefit. Please ensure that you do the required work prior to attending class on these class days. (See course timetable.)




Academic Honesty






Be sure that all homework and assignments are your own work. Evidence of plagiarism or cheating on any exam or assignment will result in a "0" score for that assignment and notification of the Academic Dean. The JC Academic Honesty Policy can be found in your student handbook.
 
In Brief:
Plagiarism is defined as the failure to give credit for the use of material from outside sources. 
Cheating is defined as obtaining answers/material from an outside source without authorization. 
Faculty members who suspect a student of academic dishonesty may penalize the student by taking appropriate action up to and including assigning a failing grade for the paper, project, report, exam, or the course itself. Instructors must document all instances of academic dishonesty, beyond those of a minor nature, in writing to the Office of the Academic Deans.













NOTE: 
Revisions to the syllabus are unlikely but possible, should circumstances require them.
HPF 277: PRACTICES & ASSIGNMENTS 

Journal Writing – General Comments





Requirement: One entry weekly. Refer to the class timetable for due dates.

The research related to the benefits of journal writing is prolific. As a positive coping technique, journal writing provides: 
	A release of thoughts, feelings, memories, and ideas in written form. 

A way to make sense of current or past realities.  
A way of looking reflectively at your life and the progress you make day to day. 
Healing from past traumas. 

Journal writing creates an opportunity to increase one’s self-awareness on many levels. The actual form can be prose or poetry. The journal you are being asked to write includes many elements. 

Steps in journal writing: 
	Maintain your journal using the template format below. You will need to have one journal entry per assignment period. 

Find a quiet, uninterrupted environment to collect your thoughts and then put them down. The time of day you choose is based on your personal preferences.
The structure of your journal should include four Parts (described below). Each Part should include three to four complete sentences minimally.  Again, you are welcome to write more.  
If you hand write it, use the form at the end of this section. 
	
Grading will be based on:
	What did you do?  
Did you work with the practice as outlined?  
How long? How often?  When?
	How did it go for you?  
		Does the journal entry communicate your response in a clear manner?
		Do you describe specific responses, whether physical, mental or emotional?

You may include changes in thought, attitude, feeling, perception, sensation, awareness, etc.
Generalizations such as “I felt relaxed”, will get no points.



     Journal Template for Personal Journal	

Name_________________	Journal Entry Week #______________ 	Date______________	

Part One: Reflect on your relaxation practice for the week. 
What specific relaxation did you practice this week? (Include: how often? How long? When?)
What kind of responses did you have?  Describe any changes from before to after each relaxation - thoughts, feelings, sensations, perceptions, attitudes, etc.

Part Two: Reflect on your use of the Positive Weekly Practice for the week. 			
	What Positive Practice did you work with this week? (Identify specific option.)

Share what effects the PWP had on you.

Part Three: Reflect on the assigned Exercise. 
	What did you learn about yourself? 

In what way, if any, was it helpful?


             Journal Entry Sample		     

Name:       Darrell Wilson         	 Journal Entry Week #          2            		Date:	    May 23, 2017  			
Part 1, Relaxation:
What I did: I was able to get in specific time to just breath and thus relax 3 times this week, maybe for 4 or 5 minutes each. As well, toward the end of the week, I found myself twice using deep breathing to deal with tense situations.
My responses: The times I sat and just did some deep breathing, I did feel calmer and more capable. I felt lighter, like I’d lost 10 lbs.  I also felt lighter in my chest.  It was such a nice change and a relief from my go-go-go life. And it surprised me, at work, when caught myself taking a deep breath or two, rather than making a caustic comment to a co-worker.

Part 2, PWP:
What I did: I chose to work with identifying weekly goals for my practice this week. I was able to spend a few minutes most nights reviewing how far I’d gotten.
Effects: I made a little poster of my main goals and then each day I just doodled on it about the day’s progress. By mid-week, I had changed one goal completely and crossed another off as unrealistic. However, I did get three things completely done and dusted by week’s end. It really helped to stop each day and think about what I wanted to get done.

Part 3, Exercise:
What I did: I completed exercise 2.4 ‘Energy Ball Exercise’, once on Tuesday afternoon.
What I learned: The breathing alone caused me to slow down and become calm. First my hands got warm, then my hands and my whole arms got tingly. When I tried to sense the ball, I could feel resistance and then a pulsing in my palms.
In what way, if any, was it helpful? When I read the exercise, I thought I would not be able to do it. So, it was fun when I got some responses. It was helpful to experience that I could actually do this! 

Name_____________________         Journal Entry on Week #_______________ 		Date______________

	
Each Part should include 3 to 4 complete sentences minimally. Use this as a guide or copy the form for handwritten journals. If needed, use the back for additional space.

Part One: Reflect on your relaxation practice for the week. 
What specific relaxation/s did you practice? Include how often? How long? When?








What kind of responses did you have?  Describe any changes from before to after each relaxation – thoughts, feelings, sensations, perceptions, attitudes, etc.











Part Two: Reflect on your use of the Positive Weekly Practice for the week. 
What Positive Practice/s did you work with this week? Include the specific actions you took. When? How often?








Share what effect this had on you.










Part Three: Reflect on the assigned Exercise for the week. 

Name of Exercise:

	What did you learn about yourself? 










	In what way, if any, was it helpful?












Additional Notes:
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Weekly Practices Guide



Activities are assigned for the week following class.  Responses are written up in the journal at the end of that week.  For example, responses to the assignments for week 2 are included in the journal on week 2, due for class week 3.
ALL WORK IS DUE AT THE BEGINNING OF EACH CLASS, EACH WEEK.

Week 1
due 
week 2

CLASS TOPIC: INTRODUCTION TO STRESS; OVERVIEW OF RESPONSIBILITIES


READING AND REPORT: 
Chapters 1 and 2: read and complete a Reading Report on each chapter.
Review the syllabus





EXERCISE:
None.





RELAXATION:
As you work through the Self-Assessment handed out in Class One, begin to observe yourself:  What stresses you and how do you respond; what makes you feel good and what is that like? Use the content of the Self-Assessment to help you become more aware of your methods of managing stress…or not.



PWP:
After taking the Stress Assessment, reflect on what you might like to get out of this class; what positive changes you might like to see in your life.





REFLECTION:
Stress Self-Assessment 1 (Packet with instructions is given out in class.)






Week 2
due 
week 3

CLASS TOPIC: MANAGING STRESS – SYMPTOMS AND SOURCES; HEALING FROM WITHIN – Relaxation and Alternatives for Self-Care


READING AND REPORT: 
Chapters 13, 15 & 25: read and complete a Reading Report on each chapter.

EXERCISE:
(Choose one)
Exercise 2.5, p. 55 Subtle Energy System “Vitamins” 
Exercise 13.4, p. 211 Dreams Revisited 
Exercise 13.5, p. 213 Sweet Forgiveness 
Exercise 13.6, p. 214: The Healing Power of Prayer

RELAXATION:  
DEEP BREATHING daily
Practice the deep breathing taught in class every day. 
Focus your attention on your breathing without trying to influence it in any way.
Follow the contours of the breath cycle through inhalation and exhalation. See if you can identify the points at which one phase of your breathing changes into the other.
Do this for two to four minutes or longer if you feel comfortable.  Ideally, you could build up to 15-20 minute periods twice per day.
     Your goal is simply to keep your attention on the breath cycle; no matter how your breathing changes (whether it speeds up/slows down), and no matter how subtle or small the changes, simply continue to follow it.  Do this exercise when you first wake up or while falling asleep at night. 
     This exercise can also be done any time you are in a stressful environment or feel anxious. It can be done as many times a day as you like. Remember that the key is to begin to learn to refocus your attention on your breathing and to divert your thoughts away from the immediate present stressors. This allows your body to quiet down and your thoughts to become more rational.  Leave yourself a reminder; some small token.
     Please note: Your weekly reflective journal is to be used as a reporting tool for these activities. Your honest appraisal on how these tools are working for you will be helpful. The key is that you approach this section with an open mind and a willingness to experiment.

PWP: 
(Choose one)

GOALS AND PRIORITIES 
Make a list of your priorities.  Keep a tally of how you are spending time. Consider if the way you are spending your time is in line with your priorities and if not, what could change.
Identify 5 major goals you have. Include at least 1 goal in each of the following areas: professional, personal, educational, and relationship. Reflect on how you are currently working to reach these goals.
Develop a list of goals for the week. Reflect each night how the day went; identify 2 things you can do to improve the next day and reach your goals. 

REFLECTION: 
Journal Entry on Week 2 practices and assignments

Week 3
due 
week 4

CLASS TOPIC: MODELS OF HEALTH AND DISEASE; TIME MANAGEMENT


READING AND REPORT: 
Chapters 6, 9 and 14: read and complete a Reading Report on each chapter.

EXERCISE:
Throughout the week, stop occasionally and listen to your self-talk. Consider the messages you give to yourself: Are they true? Are they useful? Are they kind? If not, consider how you can begin to change your self-talk to be more supportive.

RELAXATION:
PROGRESSIVE MUSCLE RELAXATION – use this practice at least 3 times this week. Follow the outline below or use EXERCISE 25.1, p. 338.
     PMR can be practiced in a semi-reclined position or on a comfortable flat surface. Use caution when you lay down, as the risk of sleep increases. This can also be used as a sleep aid.
Focus your attention on your breathing. 
Follow your breath patterns through inhalation and exhalation. 
Begin tensing & releasing muscle groups in the following sequence.
Start with your right foot. Tighten the whole right foot, slowly increasing tension for 5-15 seconds. Be cautious not to over-tighten. Release the muscles just as slowly as you contracted them, exhaling as you do so, and letting go of any anxiety that may be present. Pay attention to the contrast between a tightened muscle and a relaxed muscle.  Be careful not to hold your breath during the tension phase of the activity. Repeat twice. Then move on to the next body part.  Repeat this process for each of the following body parts and areas. 
LEGS: Right foot; Right lower leg and foot; Entire right leg and foot;
            Left  foot; Left lower leg and foot; Entire left leg and foot;
ARMS: Right hand; Right forearm and hand; Entire right arm
              Left hand; Left forearm and hand; Entire left arm
At the end of the process, lay still for a few minutes. Keep focusing on your breathing. Be cautious not to get up too quickly. Roll to your side and sit up slowly. When you are comfortable, you can resume work at your desk or stand. 

PWP: 
(Choose one)
APPRECIATION OR KINDNESS OR GRATITUDE
Make a list of times you have helped others or been kind and note how it felt. Identify at least one act of kindness you could perform and do so this week. Do more than one if possible.
Send a letter or make a phone call to someone you care about expressing thanks or appreciation for something they have added to your life or have done for you.
Practice Gratitude: spend some time each day looking for and acknowledging the good things in your life and giving thanks. And as you go through your day, find things to give thanks for and do so.

REFLECTION: 
Journal Entry on Week 3 practices and assignments
Week 4
due 
week 5

CLASS TOPIC: SELF ESTEEM: Environments; Restructuring Thoughts; Acknowledging Strengths


READING AND REPORT: 



Chapter 4 and 17: read and complete a Reading Report on each chapter.

EXERCISE:




Exercise 4.1, pp. 80-81: Domestication of the Ego

RELAXATION: 





Practice SOLITUDE OF A MOUNTAIN LAKE RELAXATION at least 3 times this week. EXERCISE 17.1, p. 255

PWP:  

INCREASE THE POSITIVE
Seek reading materials that are uplifting and promote a sense of optimism.  Example: Read a biography of a good person. 
Start responding to people with optimism. If you choose to act positively, you will begin to feel more positive. Your actions can influence your feelings. 
Example: How are things going?  
I am exceptionally well! 
Life is good!
How are you doing?    
The sun is shining on the inside. 
I have a great deal to be thankful for.
Focus on your comments to others. Put a positive spin on them.
Make an effort each day to notice the positive traits or actions of others around you. Reinforce them with sincere compliments or positive comments.




REFLECTION: 
Journal Entry on Week 4 practices and assignments



Week 5
due 
week 6

CLASS TOPIC: SELF ESTEEM – Setting Boundaries; Goal Setting


READING AND REPORT: 


Chapters 8 and 16: read and complete a Reading Report on each chapter.

EXERCISE:
Exercise 4.3, p. 83: Stress-Resistant Personality Survey OR
Exercise 8.4, pp. 149-150: Giving Your Self Esteem a Boost



RELAXATION: 
MINI-VACATION (Guided Imagery practiced in class) – daily use is recommended.
Guided imagery is a relaxation technique that incorporates the use of visual images you create in your mind.  Through using these images, you can learn to relax and improve performance on many levels. Research indicates that the use of imagery can reduce stress, stimulate the brain and body to promote long-term health and healing, improve performance (athletic and academic) and increase personal and professional wellbeing. 
     Practice this at least once a day for two to three consecutive days. Report in your journal.



PWP: 
(Choose one)

DECREASE THE NEGATIVE 
Avoid reading the newspaper or watching the news on TV. Do not listen to or view the news for a week.
Seek to replace the words like “problem” with words like “challenge” or “opportunity.” Actively look for the silver lining in the clouds of your life.
Practice saying no using the “How to Say No” handout. Start small and practice saying no when the little voice within you is saying “NO”.
Limit your time with people who negatively influence your life.  Use the “Saying NO” technique if that helps.



REFLECTION: 




Journal Entry on Week 5 practices and assignments


PRACTICUM: Prepare SELF ESTEEM PRACTICUM
(Goals, Packet, Study Guide)

Week 6
due 
week 7

CLASS TOPIC: SELF ESTEEM PRACTICUM; EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION: Assertion I


READING AND REPORT: 
Chapter 3 and 12: read and complete a Reading Report on each chapter.

EXERCISE
Exercise 3.5, p. 69: Mandala of Healthy Grieving

RELAXATION:
Practice RAINBOW MEDITATION (p. 244) a minimum of 3 times this week. 

PWP: 
(Choose one)
Self Esteem OR Relationships
Using the “self-esteem checklist,” identify how you would like to feel and what activities can help you to produce those feelings. This week, add two or three of these actions.  Example: I want to feel empowered. Action: I will say no at least once this week.  
Spend an extra twenty minutes in conversation with someone who is important to you. Talk about issues about which you feel strongly. Aim to do this on five consecutive days.  

REFLECTION: 
Journal Entry on Week 6 practices and assignments



Week 7
due 
week 8

CLASS TOPIC: EFFECTIVE COMMUNICATION: Assertion II


READING AND REPORT: 
Chapters 11: read and complete a Reading Report. 

EXERCISE:
Exercise 3.3, p. 66: Creative Anger Management Skills Action Plan

RELAXATION: 

FAVORITE THINGS – daily practice is recommended.
As demonstrated and practiced in class, bring to mind people, places, events, etc. that create a positive feeling of wellbeing, of love, of safety, of peace, of happiness. Dwell in this positive space for a period of time. Repeat this – for 15 seconds to 15 minutes – as often as you remember.

PWP: 
(Choose one)

LET GO
Identify a relationship that is unfinished: one that you feel needs to have some closure.  Write a letter to that person.  Be careful not to blame, judge or label the other person. You do not need to send the letter for this to be a useful practice.
Write, talk, draw, paint, or otherwise tap into your thoughts and memories of a past experience. Letting go of your past means honoring your memories.
Seek to visit a support group or a church service that you might be interested in attending. If possible, review the twelve steps of AA.  Talk to someone who is in a support group.  Have them explain each step to you.  Reflect in your journal how you felt after this talk. 

REFLECTION: 
Journal Entry on Week 7 practices and assignments

PRACTICUM: Prepare ASSERTION PRACTICUM 
(Worksheet, Study Guide)
Week 8
due 
week 9

CLASS TOPIC: ASSERTION and ASSERTION PRACTICUM


READING AND REPORT: 



Chapters 10 and 21: read and complete a Reading Report on each chapter.

EXERCISE:
Exercise 21.1, p. 293: The Power of Self Suggestion. Focus on suggestions for 
Self-Improvement and Confidence. It can be very helpful to repeat these positive suggestions as you fall asleep and as you wake up.



RELAXATION:
MANTRA MEDITATION – daily practice is recommended.
Remember that meditation is essentially the practice of focusing your mind on a thought, sound or object. In the secular practice of mantra meditation, one could focus on a word or a sound that has no specific meaning. Dr. Benson used the word “one” as a basic sound and found that results were similar to those of more spiritually based mantras. 
For your relaxation this week, choose a word or phrase you like, or use one of the following examples: “One,” “Peace,” or “Letting go.” For a period of 3 - 20 minutes, focus your attention on your word/phrase. You may want to say it in rhythm with your breathing. When your mind wanders, gently return to your word/phrase. Notice the effects on your thoughts, feelings and sensations.


PWP:
(Choose one)
NUTRITION and FITNESS
Seek to cut down or eliminate food items in your diet that can impact behavior.  Examples: simple sugar, soda drinks, aspartame, MSG or caffeine.
Eat more foods that you know are healthy for you. Examples: more fruits, vegetables and leafy greens, more colorful foods.
Consider what your options are for improving your fitness, whether that is in the area of muscle strength, cardio endurance or flexibility. Even increasing your number of steps taken can be a ‘step’ in the direction of greater health. Then follow through.


REFLECTION: 




Journal Entry on Week 8 practices and assignments

Week 9
due 
week 10

CLASS TOPIC: ANGER MANAGEMENT; MEDITATION; ART


READING AND REPORT: 


Chapter 22 and 23: read and complete a Reading Report on each chapter.

EXERCISE:
Exercise 7.3 pp. 136-137: Good Vibrations: Proverbs by 1st Graders




RELAXATION: 
(Choose one)
Do the AUTOGENICS RELAXATION (Exercise 21.3, p. 299) 3 times or more this week. 
Practice Exercise 15.3, p. 234: THE CIRCLE BREATH daily. 
     
Being able to meditate is a skill that takes practice and can have very big payoffs.



PWP:
(Choose one)
Sleep, Music, Humor, Art or Aromatherapy
Work on improving the quality of your sleep. Suggestions include, but are not limited to:
Recognize the amount of sleep you need to function optimally and aim to honor that
Go to bed and wake up at the same time each day
Avoid caffeinated beverages in the evening
Avoid eating 2 – 3 hours before bedtime
Do something relaxing before you go to sleep.
Choose to read or view humorous media. Humor that is at the expense of someone else should be avoided.  Seek positive humor.
Through art, music or writing, create an expression of how you are feeling, or one that describes a difficult time you have had in your life. Share your creation with someone close to you, if possible. 
If you have access to music, daily seek to add music to your life that lifts your mood. Create a playlist of your favorite music. Listen to music that makes you smile, moves your body with the beat, gets you to sing along and produces a good mood.



REFLECTION: 
Journal Entry on Week 9 practices and assignments



Week 10
due 
week 11

CLASS TOPIC: NUTRITION and FITNESS


READING AND REPORT: 
Chapters 5 and 24: read and read and complete a Reading Report on each chapter.


EXERCISE:
Exercise 26.1, pp. 347-348: A Work in Progress…Notes to Self 


RELAXATION:
Reinforce your most effective practices daily or as appropriate.


PWP:
MAKING DREAMS COME TRUE (Bring to class for sharing)
Write your Bucket List: Begin a list of all the things you want to accomplish in your life before you die. 
This will be shared in class.  You do not have to share everything on your bucket list if there are items you are uncomfortable sharing with the class.


REFLECTION:
Stress Self-Assessment 2 (see class handout)
There is no journal due this week.
Complete Stress Self-Assessment and bring to next class.




Week 11
due week 12

CLASS TOPIC: SPIRITUALITY: Meaning and Purpose; MUSIC


READING AND REPORT: 
Chapters 7 and 18: read and complete a Reading Report on each chapter.
Extra Credit: Read chapters 19 and/or 20 and write a Report for each chapter you read for extra credit points, if desired.

EXERCISE:

None.


RELAXATION:

The choices are now yours.
 

PWP:

The choices are now yours.


REFLECTION: 

Final Reflections and Evaluation (see class handout)
Complete final Reflections & Evaluation and bring to next class.




Week 12


CLASS TOPIC: HUMOR: FINAL REFLECTIONS
I hope you will continue to use the techniques and ideas learned in this class to improve your physical, mental, emotional and spiritual well-being.




HPF 277: Calendar – Spring 2017 
Assignments & Responsibilities 
Week

Topic(s)
Chapters
(Reading Report due on the following week)
Practices & Written Assignment
(due next week)
#1
Introduction to Stress
Overview of Responsibilities
Review Syllabus
Chapter 1 – The Nature of Stress
Chapter 2 – The Body
Stress Assessment & Reading Reports
#2
Managing Stress –
     Symptoms and Sources
Healing from Within –
     Relaxation and Alternatives
     for self-care
Chapter 13 – Add. Coping Skills
Chapter 15 – Art of Breathing
Chapter 25 – Additional Relaxation Techniques
Exercise, Relaxation, Positive Weekly Practice, Journal & Reading Reports
#3
Models of Health and Disease;
     Time Management
Chapter 6 – Reframing
Chapter 9 – Time & Money
Chapter 14 – The Art of Calm
Exercise, Relaxation, Positive Weekly Practice, Journal & Reading Reports
#4
Self Esteem:  Environments, Restructuring Thoughts, Acknowledging Strengths
Chapter 4 – The Mind
Chapter 17 – The Power of Mental Imagery and Visualization
Exercise, Relaxation, Positive Weekly Practice, Journal & Reading Reports
#5
Self Esteem:  Setting Boundaries, Goal Setting
Chapter 8 – Simple Assertiveness & Healthy Boundaries
Chapter 16 – The Art of Meditation
Exercise, Relaxation, 
Positive Weekly Practice, Journal & Reading Reports
Prepare Self Esteem Practicum
#6
Self Esteem Practicum
     Effective Communication:
     Assertion I
Chapter 3 – The Emotions
Chapter 12 – Communication Skills
Exercise, Relaxation, Positive Weekly Practice, Journal & Reading Reports
#7
Effective Communication:
     Assertion II
Chapter 11 – Creative Problem Solving
Exercise, Relaxation, 
Positive Weekly Practice, Journal & Reading Reports
Prepare Assertion Practicum
#8
Assertion
     Assertion Practicum
Chapter 10 – Expressive Art Therapy
Chapter 21 – Self Hypnosis and Autogenics
Exercise, Relaxation, Positive Weekly Practice, Journal & Reading Reports
#9
Anger Management, Mediation, and Art
Chapter 22 – Nutrition
Chapter 23 – Physical Exercise
Exercise, Relaxation, 
Positive Weekly Practice, Journal & Reading Reports
#10
Nutrition & Fitness
Chapter 5 – The Spirit
Chapter 24 – Ecotherapy 
Exercise, Relaxation, 
Positive Weekly Practice, Stress Self-Assessment & Reading Reports
#11
Spirituality – 
     Meaning and Purpose
     Music
Chapter 7 – Comic Relief
Chapter 18 – Soothing Sounds
Extra Credit (if desired)
Chapter 19 and/or Chapter 20
Exercise, Relaxation & Reading Reports, 
Positive Weekly Practice
Final Reflections
#12
Humor
Final Reflections


Spring Semester:  May 22 – August 15, 2017
No Classes:  May 27 – 29
          July 4 

Name_____________________         Journal Entry on Week #          2                		Date______________
	
Each Part should include 3 to 4 complete sentences minimally. Use this as a guide or copy the form for handwritten journals. If needed, use the back for additional space.

Part One: Reflect on your relaxation practice for the week. 
What specific relaxation/s did you practice? Include how often? How long? When?








What kind of responses did you have?  Describe any changes from before to after each relaxation – thoughts, feelings, sensations, perceptions, attitudes, etc.











Part Two: Reflect on your use of the Positive Weekly Practice for the week. 
What Positive Practice/s did you work with this week? Include the specific actions you took. When? How often?








Share what effect this had on you.










Part Three: Reflect on the assigned Exercise for the week. 

Name of Exercise:

	What did you learn about yourself? 










	In what way, if any, was it helpful?












Additional Notes:






















Name_____________________         Journal Entry on Week #          3                		Date______________
	
Each Part should include 3 to 4 complete sentences minimally. Use this as a guide or copy the form for handwritten journals. If needed, use the back for additional space.

Part One: Reflect on your relaxation practice for the week. 
What specific relaxation/s did you practice? Include how often? How long? When?








What kind of responses did you have?  Describe any changes from before to after each relaxation – thoughts, feelings, sensations, perceptions, attitudes, etc.











Part Two: Reflect on your use of the Positive Weekly Practice for the week. 
What Positive Practice/s did you work with this week? Include the specific actions you took. When? How often?








Share what effect this had on you.










Part Three: Reflect on the assigned Exercise for the week. 

Name of Exercise:

	What did you learn about yourself? 










	In what way, if any, was it helpful?












Additional Notes:






















Name_____________________         Journal Entry on Week #          4                		Date______________

Each Part should include 3 to 4 complete sentences minimally. Use this as a guide or copy the form for handwritten journals. If needed, use the back for additional space.

Part One: Reflect on your relaxation practice for the week. 
What specific relaxation/s did you practice? Include how often? How long? When?








What kind of responses did you have?  Describe any changes from before to after each relaxation – thoughts, feelings, sensations, perceptions, attitudes, etc.











Part Two: Reflect on your use of the Positive Weekly Practice for the week. 
What Positive Practice/s did you work with this week? Include the specific actions you took. When? How often?








Share what effect this had on you.










Part Three: Reflect on the assigned Exercise for the week. 

Name of Exercise:

	What did you learn about yourself? 










	In what way, if any, was it helpful?












Additional Notes:






















Name_____________________         Journal Entry on Week #          5                		Date______________

Each Part should include 3 to 4 complete sentences minimally. Use this as a guide or copy the form for handwritten journals. If needed, use the back for additional space.

Part One: Reflect on your relaxation practice for the week. 
What specific relaxation/s did you practice? Include how often? How long? When?








What kind of responses did you have?  Describe any changes from before to after each relaxation – thoughts, feelings, sensations, perceptions, attitudes, etc.











Part Two: Reflect on your use of the Positive Weekly Practice for the week. 
What Positive Practice/s did you work with this week? Include the specific actions you took. When? How often?








Share what effect this had on you.










Part Three: Reflect on the assigned Exercise for the week. 

Name of Exercise:

	What did you learn about yourself? 










	In what way, if any, was it helpful?












Additional Notes:






















Name_____________________         Journal Entry on Week #          6                		Date______________

Each Part should include 3 to 4 complete sentences minimally. Use this as a guide or copy the form for handwritten journals. If needed, use the back for additional space.

Part One: Reflect on your relaxation practice for the week. 
What specific relaxation/s did you practice? Include how often? How long? When?








What kind of responses did you have?  Describe any changes from before to after each relaxation – thoughts, feelings, sensations, perceptions, attitudes, etc.











Part Two: Reflect on your use of the Positive Weekly Practice for the week. 
What Positive Practice/s did you work with this week? Include the specific actions you took. When? How often?








Share what effect this had on you.










Part Three: Reflect on the assigned Exercise for the week. 

Name of Exercise:

	What did you learn about yourself? 










	In what way, if any, was it helpful?












Additional Notes:






















Name_____________________         Journal Entry on Week #          7               		Date______________

Each Part should include 3 to 4 complete sentences minimally. Use this as a guide or copy the form for handwritten journals. If needed, use the back for additional space.

Part One: Reflect on your relaxation practice for the week. 
What specific relaxation/s did you practice? Include how often? How long? When?








What kind of responses did you have?  Describe any changes from before to after each relaxation – thoughts, feelings, sensations, perceptions, attitudes, etc.











Part Two: Reflect on your use of the Positive Weekly Practice for the week. 
What Positive Practice/s did you work with this week? Include the specific actions you took. When? How often?








Share what effect this had on you.










Part Three: Reflect on the assigned Exercise for the week. 

Name of Exercise:

	What did you learn about yourself? 










	In what way, if any, was it helpful?












Additional Notes:






















Name_____________________         Journal Entry on Week #          8                		Date______________

Each Part should include 3 to 4 complete sentences minimally. Use this as a guide or copy the form for handwritten journals. If needed, use the back for additional space.

Part One: Reflect on your relaxation practice for the week. 
What specific relaxation/s did you practice? Include how often? How long? When?








What kind of responses did you have?  Describe any changes from before to after each relaxation – thoughts, feelings, sensations, perceptions, attitudes, etc.











Part Two: Reflect on your use of the Positive Weekly Practice for the week. 
What Positive Practice/s did you work with this week? Include the specific actions you took. When? How often?








Share what effect this had on you.










Part Three: Reflect on the assigned Exercise for the week. 

Name of Exercise:

	What did you learn about yourself? 










	In what way, if any, was it helpful?












Additional Notes:






















Name_____________________         Journal Entry on Week #          9                		Date______________

Each Part should include 3 to 4 complete sentences minimally. Use this as a guide or copy the form for handwritten journals. If needed, use the back for additional space.

Part One: Reflect on your relaxation practice for the week. 
What specific relaxation/s did you practice? Include how often? How long? When?








What kind of responses did you have?  Describe any changes from before to after each relaxation – thoughts, feelings, sensations, perceptions, attitudes, etc.











Part Two: Reflect on your use of the Positive Weekly Practice for the week. 
What Positive Practice/s did you work with this week? Include the specific actions you took. When? How often?








Share what effect this had on you.










Part Three: Reflect on the assigned Exercise for the week. 

Name of Exercise:

	What did you learn about yourself? 










	In what way, if any, was it helpful?












Additional Notes:





















NOTES:



















































